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       Now, and in the future, my focus is entirely on pets and children. Im not
a person who can turn a blind eye to injustice against them. 
~Lori Foster

Manners, boy. I'll beat them into you if I have to. 
~Lori Foster

He was used to being playful with women, teasing while keeping
ultimate control. With Luna, he felt like a berserk marauder. He couldn't
even spell control, much less utilize it. 
~Lori Foster

The Love Undercover series features two cops, a street rat, and a
construction worker as the lead heroes. 
~Lori Foster

love means breaking all the rules 
~Lori Foster

After A Perfect Storm came out, I heard from a young reader, who had
suffered a similar background as Arizona, that I had helped her to find
peace. That was the most amazing thing in the world to me. 
~Lori Foster

I would never write something that made me uncomfortable. Im not
sure its even possible. 
~Lori Foster

Trace started on his way again, this time taking the lead. "She's
five-four and weighs less than one-twenty. Matt can handle himself."
"Says the man with the black eye. 
~Lori Foster

Every time you slip, you owe me a kiss. 
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~Lori Foster

But love was strange. It distorted your perspective and played havoc
with your logic. 
~Lori Foster

I read Pushing the Limit and Dare You To by Katie McGarry. Fantastic
stuff. I had never read young adult before, but now Im a believer. 
~Lori Foster

I despise stereotypes. A gay man can be a macho athlete, or he can be
an interior designer or any career in between. 
~Lori Foster

We have to figure this out, Jackson, so leash the lust.â€• His chin went
up as he stared down at her. â€œWoman, you ask the impossible.â€•
â€œDo it anyway! 
~Lori Foster

You trust him, Trace, and you know it." "With my back," Trace snapped.
"Not with my sister. 
~Lori Foster

Good grief, Molly. He doesn't scare you?" "Of course not." "But he's..."
"He's sweet," Molly insisted. Dare snorted. "He's still listening. 
~Lori Foster

Trace cursed. He actually wanted to hit something, but a tree would
break his knuckles, he didn't want to put another dent in the truck, and
Dare would hit back. 
~Lori Foster
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